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The swamp is situated geographically 

Inside a beltway which goes on in circles endlessly 

Marshy land that once spawned diseases frequently 

There must be, fifty ways to drain the deep swamp 

 

They say we have evolved to such a learned state 

That our Congressmen work very hard to improve our dreary fate 

And all it took was until year two-thousand ten and eight 

There must be, fifty ways to drain the deep swamp 

Fifty ways to drain the deep swamp 

 

You just fire the lot, Dot 

Fill in the hole, Cole 

Put them on a train, Jane 

And set yourself free 

Erect a wall, Paul 

Term limits a must, Gus 

Defund the PACs, Jack 

To get your life back 

 

 

 

 



 

 

It seems after sixty years of mulling this a bit 

I have concluded the inhabitants do not care for us a whit 

And that this swamp, well it stills smells of fetid sh*t 

So, no more circumstances and pomp 

 

And as for me and the other pledged deplorables 

We must stay the course because our view is inexorable 

And know those swampy miscreants are ignorable 

And we must, vote again for Donald Trump 

Vote again for Donald Trump 

 

No more pay to play, Clay 

Just fire the lobby, Bobby 

Don’t give ’em a chance, Lance 

To feed from the trough 

Bring in the backhoe, Joe 

Send ‘em out on a rail, Gail 

Remember Enron, Dawn 

Just write them off 

 

 

 

 



Imagine if you will a swamp-less government 

With voices finally heard by those to Washington we sent 

No need to clean up backroom deals and excrement 

Time to commence the swamp-romp and stomp 

 

Identify those deep state moles from Obama’s reign 

We have all been manifestly Strzok by the loyalty they feigned 

It’s up to us now for our government to regain 

There are at least, fifty ways to drain the deep swamp 

Fifty ways to drain the deep swamp 

 

 


